
NEW SCHOOL :  Decolonised Design Studios,  New Spaal Design of Agents

Where would be the site of knowledge of new schools in future? It would be possible to create the architecture curriculum beyond the wall of design studios and 
architecture schools? Who and which communies could involve and parcipate to create the effecve knowledge in architecture schools and its design studios? 
What is the role of studios in future?  
These aThese are radical quesons to find new role of architecture pedagogy and its design studios in future. To answer these quesons, it requires students, teachers and 
schools to assume an acve role in radical changes in pedagogy within architecture and spaal design in their sociees. Since the contents and design processes of 
architecture pedagogy are epistemologically diverse and draw knowledge and processes from various disciplines such as the humanies, arts, the natural and the 
social sciences, and recently data science, architecture is perhaps uniquely posioned to develop transposable, decolonisaon methodologies with the potenal to 
resonresonate across a range of other disciplines. 
Historically, the producon of architectural knowledge has been situated  a regional bias towards the Northern Hemisphere such as Beaux Arts, Bauhaus, UC-Berke-
ley, Penn Design, Harvard GSD, MIT, and recently private schools such as Sci-Arc. To challenge this colonised studios, and trying to decolonise them, we need a new 
forms of knowledge producon which are based on new agents, human and non-human, and their dynamic network.
The poster tries to draw new spaal agency of architecture pedagogy in the world which will be based on the role of design studios as an agent of posive changes 
in their own sociees. Design studios wont be related to a specific paradigm, site of knowledge or ideology, rather their knowledge and approach based on their so-
cio-polical, economic, and cultural issues in their society and try to respond them.  The new spaal design is a dynamic network of acve studios around the 
world which will be connected together to share their knowledge and soluon. There wont be a hierarchy structure, and acon of studios to respond their local 
issues is a beissues is a best criteria to be involve in the network of studios in the world.  
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